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ADREGA 4.7 IS COMING NOW 

  
Adrega AS develops the web-based project and portfolio 
management tool Adrega PI (Project Intelligence) and is now 
releasing Adrega PI v4.7 for its clients.  

Adrega PI is a technology-leading project scheduling and 
control tool designed for project and portfolio management 
(PPM). Adrega PI boasts an intuitive and advanced 
dashboard that supports the projects’ visibility in corporate 
decision-making. Visibility is also key in our Primavera P6® 
reporting tool. Our focus when developing this new version 
has been adding new planning tools and further modernizing 
the system architecture.  

New Planning functionality includes: 

• Non-linear distribution 

• Excel style planning 

• Introduces new Notes section 

The Reporting module now has: 

• Added support for new curves at register and activity 
levels 

• Added support for non-standard reporting periods 

• Extended configuration tools 

The Time capture part has: 

• Added new usability tools 

• Use timesheets as approved for invoicing 

Primavera import: 

• Support of non-linear distribution, note topics, added 
new curve support 

• Import of multiple projects 

• Import projects using web-services 

The planning module is now launched from outside Internet 
Explorer to support large projects requiring more memory 
than what the browser can offer. The interaction between 
the desktop part and the other modules, which remains in 
Internet Explorer, is very similar to what you are used to. The 
tabs in the program help you navigate between the modules 
just like before. You will notice the change when you open 
the system the first time when the system tells you that it is 
stalling the desktop app. 

We have also added new tools for reporting. Page layout in 
the dashboard is defined in the report bundle. You can also 
see who you have shared bundles with in a tabular report. 
Bundles in the dashboard are sorted alphabetically or user 
defined. All Gantt reports are now accessible from the Home 
module. The dashboard is extended to support time-phased 
data. 

All import routines for MS Project, MS Excel, and Primavera 
are expanded to support more features.  

We aim to help you use Adrega PI as your reporting engine 
for all your different projects and different file types.  
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REFINED PROJECT COMPARE FEATURE IN ADREGA PI 4.7 

How often have you heard the questions “How 
does scenario 1 compare to scenario 2?” or 
“What’s the effect on float between different 
scenarios?”. Simple questions I am sure you will 
all agree, but how can you view project data 
easily and visually compare project schedule data 
of any type between in 2 or even 3 different 
versions of your project? 

With the release of Adrega PI v4.7, Adrega is 
refining what we believe is a unique feature; the 
Compare option that can be 
used with Report Bundles. 

When you create a Report 
Bundle, you add the projects 
you wish to compare. You can 
add as many as you like, so if you see the 
need you can compare 3 or even 4 scenarios 
in the same Report Bundle. The next step is to select 
the reports you would like use for comparison. This 
could include Gantt reports filtered to show critical not 
started activities, total float in each project as shown in the 
above example, as well as any number of Graphical and 
tabular reports where for example you would like to 
compare early and late work distribution in a Project Work 
S-Curve. 

In step 3 of the Report Bundle option select: 

1) Compare Reports by projects 
2) View in Dashboard  
3) Report layout option 

This last option is another feature that lets you select a 
viewing layout in the Dashboard that displays the reports in 
the bundle in a logical sequence. In this example the 

comparison reports will display “2 reports by 2 rows” but an 
alternative layout that could be used might be “2 Reports by 
1 Row”. 

Once your Compare bundle has been saved, use the “Share” 
option to share with other users. As with other Report 
Bundles shared with users, the Compare bundle will appear 
in the user’s list of available Report Bundles in their Personal 
Dashboard. 

The example shows Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 using the 2 
reports by 1 row layout option where it is easy to see that 
changes in Scenario 2 the project in the right Gantt report 
has resulted in a large number of activities becoming critical. 

  

Comparing total float between Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 

Compare and layout options Report Bundle wizard 
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THE GANTT REPORT FEATURE IN THE DASHBOARD 

As part of Adega’s goal to provide features that enhance 
usability, Adrega PI adds Gantt Reports as an option in the 
Dashboard. The solution supports viewing and printing of 
Gantt reports in the user’s Personal Dashboard when the 
user is assigned with one of the 3 following roles: 

• Project Manager 

• Guest 

• Executive 

The users can access all the projects and Gantt reports that 
they have created or have had shared with them by other 
users directly from the Home module. 

Gantt reports can still be viewed through the Reporting 
module. This new feature provides an easier way to share 
Gantt reports with internal and external users. It also 
provides users with access to Project Gantt reports in a much 
more focused and user-friendly way. 

For example, you can configure Gantt charts specifically 
tailored to a client’s needs, or provide schedule information 
to individuals responsible for specific areas of a project or 
program. Although this is to some extent supported using 
Report Bundles, this new Gantt report feature provides an 
additional way for users to access project data where their 
role and responsibility requires them to look at a project’s 
schedule in more detail.  

Although this new option is primarily designed to enable 
users to quickly view and print project Gantt reports, 
features such as Grouping, Filtering and edit of columns and 
bar styles are all available in this new Gantt report option. If 

you are the owner of the report you can also save any 
changes made to the Gantt report template while viewing 
the report without the need to modify the Gantt report 
template in the Reporting module. 

Multiple projects can be selected, and from the Gantt report 
template list you can select any of the Gantt reports you 
have created or that have been shared with you, and data 
for the currently selected project, program or portfolio. You 
can use the “Show Level” feature to drill down into the detail 
and once you have the report open at the desired level of 
detail use the Print Preview option to view how the report 
will look before printing. Features such as “Go to” Activity, 
Zoom project as well as dynamically dragging the timescale 
are all supported. You can also use the “Copy screen” option 
to take a snap shot of the current screen that can be saved 
and then inserted for example into a Word document. 
Future plans to continue enhancing the Gantt Reporting 
features include adding support for “Trace” logic and “Find” 
that currently are features available only in the Planning 
module.  

We welcome feedback 
We encourage you to give us your feedback once you have 
had the opportunity to use this new Compare feature. With 
this, we can continue to make enhancements in future 
releases based on user needs. Many features implemented in 
Adrega PI are the result of close cooperation with our 
customers. We respond to user requirements and turn them 
into unique functionality and enhancements that elegantly 
solves customer needs. 

 

ADREGA PI PRIMAVERA P6® REPORTING WEBINAR 

Adrega’s partner Ten Six Consulting is hosting a 60-minute 
free webinar showing how using Adrega PI reporting solution 
for Primavera P6 can significantly improve project reporting.  

Adrega PI allows users to import Primavera P6 projects and 
use the extensive Dashboard and reporting capabilities to 
create a range of reports quickly and easily. Adrega PI 
supports not only S-Curve reports but also Gantt Charts, 
histograms, pie charts, time phased activity and resource 
reports and various other report types. In the webinar, you 
will learn more about Adrega PI and its potential benefit to 
the planning and project controls community: 

a) How to produce status reports not available using BI 
Publisher or standard P6 reports. 

b) Gain efficiency savings related to monthly reporting, 
mid-month, weekly reporting as well as ad-hoc 
reporting. 

c) Understand how Adrega PI supports Portfolio, Program 
and Project reporting. 

d) Learn how to create PDF reports and report bundles. 
e) Create project performance reports including Gantts 

and S-Curves that are also available to “Consumers” of 
data through the Dynamic dashboard. 

Webinar - Join us on Thursday 30 November 

The webinar, hosted by our partner Ten Six Consulting, starts at 17:00 CET/11:00 ET. Check here for more details! 

For future webinars, please follow Adrega’s homepage or LinkedIn page where all webinars are announced.   

http://adrega.no/news/adrega-pi-primavera-p6-reporting-made-easy-free-live-webinar/
http://adrega.no/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/adrega-as
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SEASON’S GREATINGS

The team at Adrega wishes to thank you all for the good 
interaction we have had this year. We really appreciate all 
your feedback, and we believe that this is key when we are 
developing our system. You have given us valuable advice, 
helped us improve features, and tested it on different 
projects.  

We would like to thank you for helping us successfully 
release new versions of our system, and we wish you all the 
very best for 2018.  

Let’s work together to make the future even more 
interesting for us all. All our best wishes for a happy new 
year!

ADREGA DISTRIBUTION PARTNERS 
Adrega has signed distribution agreements with 
partners around the world who sell and support 
Adrega’s web-based project and portfolio 
management tool Adrega PI (Project Intelligence) for 
easy reporting of Oracle Primavera® project data. We 
are pleased to be able to collaborate with these great 
companies. Together we are eager to pursue 
opportunities for further developing project 
management solutions for our customers. 

USA, representative: 
Ten Six Consulting LLC 
576 North Birdneck Road, # 626, Virginia Beach VA 23451, 
USA 
Contact person: Jon Swain 
Web: https://tensix.com/  
Phone: +1 (703) 910 2600  
Mail: info@tensix.com   
 
Chile and Peru, representative: 
Metacontrol Ingenieros S.A. 
Almirante Simpson 65, Providencia, Santiago, Chile 
Contact person: Nicolas Flores 
Web: http://www.metacontrol.cl/  
Phone: +56 2 2355 38 00  
Mail: nicolas.flores@metacontrol.cl  
 
UK, representative: 
ForgeTrack Ltd 
Thistle House, St Andrew Street, Hertford SG14 1JA, UK  
Contact person: Malcolm Emmerson  
Web: www.forgetrack.co.uk  
Phone: +44 1992 500900  
Mail: sales@forgetrack.co.uk   
 
Germany, Austria and Switzerland, representative: 
proadvise GmbH 
Brühlweg 4, 73663 Berglen, Germany  
Contact person: Kristin Wölfel  
Web: http://proadvise.de/  
Phone: +49 700 776238473  
Mail: info@proadvise.com  
 
 
 

UAE, representative: 
Collaboration, Management and Control Solutions (CMCS) 
Star Holding Building, Suite 101, Dubai Internet City, Dubai, UAE 
Contact person: Vikram Oduru 
Web: www.cmcs.co  
Phone: +971 4 365 4850  
Mail: Info@CMCS-MENA.com  
 
Malaysia and Philippines, representative: 
IPEC Project Systems Sdn Bhd 
Suite 208, Block A, Phileo Damansara 1, Jalan 16/11, Petaling Jaya, 
Selangor 46350, Malaysia  
Contact person: Lakhbeer Singh 
Web: www.ipecsystems.com.my  
Phone: +60 3 7493 5098  
Mail: sales@ipecsystems.com.my  
 
Norway, Primavera P6 representative: 
Metier AS 
Hoffsveien 70 C, 0377 Oslo, Norway  
Contact person: Knut Steinar Engene 
Web: www.metier.no  
Phone: +47 24 12 45 06 
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